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Education 

Dartmouth College:                     Hanover, NH 
- Bachelor of Engineering; Mechanical Engineering, GPA 3.42                       March 2015 

- Bachelor of Arts; Major: Engineering Sciences; Minor: Digital Arts                                                 June 2014 

- Honors in computer-aided mechanical design, sculpture I, and sculpture III 

Work Experience 

Tactile Inc.: Mechanical Design Engineer             Seattle, WA: 2018-Present 

- Collaborated with small teams of mechanical engineers and industrial designers to work directly  

with clients in developing complex multi-stage prototypes to desired specifications. 

- Advised industrial designers on the appropriate choice of materials, manufacturing processes, and part count with  

regard to lowering costs, improving assembly processes, and lessening lead time. 

- Guided parts and assemblies from conception through prototype phase, DFM, and on to manufacturing lines. 

- Recent project experience includes the detailed design of a large ultrasound machine with the specific focus of 

decreasing the overall cost of their first-generation product by over 300%. 

 

BMW Manufacturing Co.: Engineering and Operations Management Development Program                         2015-2017 
- Prototype Quality Manager (Munich, Germany): analyzed the root cause and steered the resolution  

of functional, aesthetic, and manufacturability-related issues during prototype build phases of the new X5 model 

while adhering to strict schedule milestones in the lifecycle of the vehicle. 

- Tool Design Engineer (Greenville, SC): worked with assembly line managers to design, test,  

and implement fixtures, jigs, and assembly aides for the X-series vehicle manufacturing lines in a plant-wide 

effort to decrease vehicle cycle time by 7% 

- Supplier Quality Engineer (Greenville, SC): managed the quality engineering teams at  

several suppliers of class-A plastic parts to address problems of molding, painting, and sub-assembling  

of bumpers, fenders, and mirrors. 

 

Square Inc.: Product Development Intern         San Francisco, CA: Summer 2014 
- Developed a test fixture for mechanical failure analysis and prototyped various  

innovative tamper-proofing security methods for consumer electronics devices. 
 

Synapse Product Development: Mechanical Engineering Intern        Seattle, WA: Winter 2013 
- Modeled RFID antenna enclosures for a major amusement park client and developed  

looks-like prototypes for several different consumer electronics clients. 

Project Experience 

Semi-prone Bicycle             Dartmouth College: Winter 2015 
- Won the Dartmouth Society of Engineers Award as a team of five for the development,  

design, and manufacture of a semi-prone, forward-facing bicycle. 

- Used 3D motion analysis software paired with power measurements of test subjects to find the most efficient rider  

position while maintaining a neutral spinal curve, then took that data to influence an iterative design process. 

 

Dartmouth Formula Racing Team                                    Dartmouth College: 2012-2014 
- Acted as assistant Captain and lead welder of the team of seven constructing an all-electric race car from scratch.  

- Main responsibilities included wheel-assembly design and construction as well as frame fabrication. 

- Designed suspension uprights out of bent and welded sheet metal to meet loading parameters approximated  

by expected car weight and forces seen while driving; also designed the process for their fabrication, including  

the welding jigs, heat treatment, and post-machining that was required. 

Skills and Interests 

Computing 
- Proficiency in Solidworks and Catia; experience with MatLab, Autodesk drafting, and Maya animation 

Tools, Machinery, and Materials 
- Mills, lathes, 3D printers, laser cutters, and all types of welding 

Languages 
- Spanish: written and spoken proficiency 

Interests 
- Whitewater kayaking, mountaineering, fly-fishing, and cooking 
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